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Abstract. The panel method is a potential-flow numerical approach that shows 
valuable performances to solve aerodynamic problems in the preliminary design 
stages. It shows a lower computational effort compared with Computational Fluid 
Dynamics, wind tunnel tests or ‘on the field’ experiments. However, the 3D surface 
discretization in rectangular panels is tedious and must be often carried out 

manually from scratch. Moreover, the panel method can’t be used to compute the 
overall drag force due to strong assumptions. To solve these two challenging 
aspects, the authors propose a voxel-based fluid dynamic approach integrating its 
programmed functions within a panel method. Voxelization is used to automatically 
distribute coherently the panels along the external surface of a 3D model in an 
automated way. A parametric study is included to demonstrate how the voxel 
resolution affects the aerodynamic results and provide guidelines for future 

research. Overall drag is estimated using corrections for both the skin friction and 

the form drag sources. The Ahmed body case study is included and demonstrates a 
good agreement between the voxel-based fluid dynamics approach and the 
literature benchmarking values, but with lower computational efforts. Further 
studies involving more complex shapes should be performed to better understand 
the performances and limitations of the approach. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

One of the main problems that arise in industrial engineering when an object (e.g. cars, aircraft,  

trains, but also skyscrapers in civil engineering) is surrounded by airflow is the determination of 
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the aerodynamic forces and moments acting on the body itself. The designers can choose different 
approaches to evaluate the aerodynamic loads. The most precise way consists of the testing of the 
real-life component, which implies the manufacturing of a new prototype each time a change is 
introduced. Moreover, full-scale tests require the installation of complex measurement equipment 

to collect data. As a consequence, the experimental approach is the most expensive both in terms 
of time to market and money and could be unsuitable in the conceptual and preliminary design 
stages where a significant number of configurations should be tested and evaluated. Another 
common approach used by aerodynamic engineers is to test a small-scale object in the wind 
tunnel facility; however, this approach is expensive and slow, especially in the first design stages. 
In addition, a wind tunnel facility requires a huge capital investment, especially for small 
companies. Wind tunnel tests require also a long and painstakingly setting up and calibration to 

obtain consistent results. Nowadays, scaled models can be obtained exploiting the capabilities of 

Additive Manufacturing, but each time a change is introduced there is the need for manufacturing 
new parts. For this reason, fluid dynamics numerical approaches are often used to evaluate the 
velocity and pressure fields around objects in the conceptual design stage. 

Among the numerical approaches to compute the aerodynamic loads, the panel method is one 
of the simplest methodologies to solve the potential flow. It gained popularity during the 1970s 

especially in the aerospace sector (e.g. Panair code by Boeing) [6], and it is based upon strong 
flow hypotheses as inviscid, incompressible, irrotational and steady flow [14]. Thus, the resulting 
flow field of the panel method is exempt from viscous effects that affect drag considerably. For this 
reason, in the last decades, this numerical approach was ignored, while the attention shifted 
towards the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) approaches that at the moment are considered 
the most valuable, accurate, fast and cheap strategy to solve aerodynamic problems. The CFD 
software is based on a discretized formulation of the Navier Stokes equations that are solved for 

each finite volume element the flow domain is discretized. Indeed, CFD uses volumetric 

discretization, while the panel method works with a surface subdivision of the object into simple 
elements called panels. This discrepancy reflects on the computational time required to find a 
solution: the CFD approach needs a longer time to solve the problem, even if it is more accurate 
than the panel method. As a consequence, the panel method is still a valuable methodology to 
evaluate the aerodynamic loads and moments in the first design stages, when different 
configurations should be analyzed in short times to define the optimal one that deserves further 

development. Once the best configuration is found, the CFD approach can be used to precisely 
estimate the aerodynamic performances of the object: a possible design workflow has been 
depicted in Figure 1 for reference. Based on this approach, wind tunnel tests could be performed 
only when the detailed design is fixed to validate the CFD results; finally, experimental tests could 
be performed on built prototypes to contain as much as possible the R&D costs. Just to give a 
simple comparison in terms of time needed to set up an aerodynamic test, experiments ‘on the 

field’ on a real prototype may take several weeks or even months to build the prototype, set and 

calibrate the sensors, collect the data and analyze them. On the other hand, tests carried out in 
wind tunnel facilities may take a similar time duration due to the need for building a scaled version 
of the object, to set and calibrate the sensors, and analyze the data collected. However, the 
overall costs may be lower compared to experimental tests on real-life objects. Differently, 
numerical approaches shorten the aerodynamic analysis to a few hours to design the 3D model, 
mesh the flow domain, set and run the simulation. As of last, the panel method can even perform 

faster compared to CFD programs due to the approach's easiness and rough aerodynamic 
estimation that can be obtained in a few minutes. 

Apart from the strong physical assumptions of the panel method, the main criticality of this 
numerical approach is the ‘panelization’ process, namely the distribution of the discrete 2D 
elements over the external surface of the CAD model of the component to be analyzed. Indeed, 
the position of the four vertices belonging to each rectangular panel is unknown a priori to the 
designer, especially in the case of complex freeform shapes. Consequently, the user has to sketch 

from scratch a cloud of points coherent with the surface of the object. However, this procedure is 
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tedious, time-consuming and should be customized for each case study. FEM programs could be 
used to obtain a mesh of the component, but poor meshes can be obtained with complex bodies. 

To overcome this limitation, this paper explores the use of the voxel-based representation [12] 
- defined as a volumetric geometry modelling using cubic cells - to define the position of the 

panel’s vertices. Indeed, once the voxel model of the object of interest is obtained (V-model), the 
external voxelized surface can be easily extracted (EV-model). Then, the panelization can be sped 
up by matching each panel with the square surface of each voxel belonging to the EV-model. 
Thanks to a voxel-based panel method, the panel distribution process could be simplified and 
accelerated; however, the adoption of cubic cells on aerodynamic bodies creates a stair-effect on 
the external surface that may lead to fictitious peaks and valleys on the pressure distribution field 
that needs to be analyzed in depth. To the best of the author’s knowledge, there is still a lack of 

scientific contributions dealing with voxels in fluid dynamic problems, especially about the 

possibility to explore their application to potential flow solutions. Indeed, just a few contributions 
have been retrieved from literature considering valid the voxel discretization for fluid dynamic 
purposes [15], [19]. 

 

 
Figure 1: Typical design workflow; Aerodynamic approaches used on different design stages. 

 

From a brief description of the numerical approaches available for the designers to estimate the 

aerodynamic loads, it is the opinion of the authors that a panel method is still nowadays a valuable 
approach; this is especially true for preliminary design stages. The push to reduce the 
environmental impact of transportation will lead in future times to consider the aerodynamics in 
conceptual design, also in cases where these issues have been overlooked in the past years. 
Modern concurrent engineering requires to consider just from the beginning of the development of 
a new product several aspects. In this framework, panel methods can play a role also nowadays. 
The scope of this paper is, therefore, to understand if the meshing procedures which is one of the 

main drawbacks of the panel method could be improved through a voxelization process: this is the 
original approach that is addressed and evaluated in this work. Indeed, the scope of this research 

is to preliminarily assess if such a methodology could provide the user with consistent results, 
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reduce the workload and increase the industrial appeal of this simple but effective technique. To 
this aim, the voxel-based panel methodology has been applied to a benchmark body often used in 
the automotive aerodynamic field, the Ahmed Body [2]. However, the methodology could be 
applied also in other fields, such as trains, aircraft, and marine engineering. Several data from 

literature are available regarding the aerodynamic performances of the Ahmed body. Therefore, 
the voxel-based approach proposed in this research has been evaluated and tested, comparing the 
results obtained in terms of Lift and Drag with data from the literature. A voxelization is used to 
distribute automatically panels along the external surface of the body, while the open-source panel 
method software has been modified by authors to be integrated with the methodology. In this 
way, after setting the panel positions and features, the aerodynamic loads [10] have been 
computed. . What described in this paper can be seen as a further development of the activities 

envisaged in [3], where the same approach has been used to evaluate the lift coefficient of simple 

2.5D bodies. The present paper aims to further evaluate the methodology and to develop new 
original strategies to extend the capabilities of the voxel-based panel method, preliminarily 
investigated in [3]. In more detail, in this paper, we further developed the methodology to make it 
possible the application of the voxel-based panel method to 3D models which can be obtained as a 
set of 2.5D bodies (2D shapes that are extruded in width). The main problem solved with this 

approach was represented by the definition of a mesh compatible with the panel disposition rules 
required by the panel method. It is worth noting that not all of the real-life 3D bodies can be 
subdivided into a set of 2.5D bodies. However, several objects can be studied, provided that a set 
of geometric adaptations depending on the shape of the body are implemented. The Ahmed body, 
which is a benchmark in automotive, represents an example of a 3D model that can be obtained as 
a set of 2.5D shapes.  An approach to the estimation of the overall drag force is included as 
supplemental content compared to [3]: a comprehensive assessment of the errors obtained 

applying the methodology has been added too in this paper. Indeed, the final aim of the work 
herein described is to obtain a general-purpose fluid-dynamic tool that can be used in the 

conceptual design stage starting from a voxel representation of a body. This is to rapidly estimate 
the aerodynamics of 3D models, whose CAD model is available. Also, computer games could 
benefit from this methodology since voxel representation is widely used in this specific application, 
and sometimes accurate dynamics must be implemented. This methodology well fits the need for 
conceptual design and eventually heuristic optimization procedures because the 3D model of an 

object can be easily changed within a CAD package, using not only the user intervention but also 
using an automatic script or parametric models. In the further an automated procedure similar to 
that herein described can be followed to carry on aerodynamic analysis in short times. In this way, 
a lot of configurations can be compared to each other in short times, and also heuristic 
optimizations can be carried out considering thousands of different configurations.  

The manuscript is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the basic principles behind 

the panel method, and their coupling to obtain the voxel-based fluid-dynamics tool evaluated in 

this paper. Section 3 embeds a detailed description of the case study used to validate the 
proposed approach. A discussion of the results obtained is contained in Section 4. Finally, the work 
is summarized in Section 5 where conclusions and possible future developments of this research 
are listed. 

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 Open-source Panel Method 

The authors selected APAME, an open-source panel method software, programmed in MATLAB that 
is available on the web [10] as a reference for the development of a panel code to be used in the 
research. It is worth noting that there are several open-source panel method tools available but, 
on the one hand, the majority is focused only on simple 2D geometries (i.e. [5] and [23]). On the 

other hand, panel methods developed for 3D models, such as Panair [6] developed by Boeing, 
does not allow easy integration of the voxel discretization. Other packages such as [7], are still in 
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the development phase and it’s quite difficult to understand the structure of the algorithms herein 
implemented. Compared to other software packages, APAME implements the panel method 
presented in [14]. In APAME, the panel method has been numerically implemented smartly, 
exploiting the routines of Matlab designed to handle the inversion of large size matrices to 

evaluate the aerodynamic loads and moments acting on entire complex structures. The 
implementation of the panel method suggested in APAME has been selected because of its 
capability to analyze 3D complex structures using easy discretization rules, and a high flexibility 
useful to interface  the voxel-based discretization scripts. The panel method implemented in 
APAME can be useful in the case of the preliminary/conceptual design stage where calculation time 
is fundamental and only a rough estimation of aerodynamic lift and induced drag force/coefficient 
are sufficient. No corrections for viscosity are included. Therefore, due to the strong assumption of 

inviscid flow which is behind this approach, an accurate drag estimation is not possible: Therefore 

the implementation of the panel method presented in APAME has been improved to compute not 
only the induced drag but also the skin drag which depends on viscous effects and is not captured 
by the panel methodology. Moreover, also the shape drag (whose effect is considered in the case 
of blunt bodies) isn’t considered in the panel methods. Due to flow assumptions, all the potential 
flow approaches shouldn’t be considered reliable to estimate drag, unless geometrical corrections 

based on equivalent flat plate skin and drag shape are included. Taking in mind these limitations, 
the implementation of the panel method illustrated in APAME has been evaluated as a very good 
baseline to allow the development of a code useful to substitute CFD programs for subsonic 
attached regimes to estimate lift and induced drag of simple bodies in the preliminary design 
context. 

As previously mentioned, the computational demand to solve potential flow problems is lower 
by far than CFD approaches because the discretization occurs only on the external surface of the 

body instead of subdividing a volumetric flow domain larger several times compared to the 

dimensions of the body to analyse. The elementary features that discretize the object are called 
panels, and they have the shape of a segment in 2D problems, and usually a rectangle in the case 
of 3D bodies. To solve the flow, the panel method relies on the distribution of elementary 
singularities (potential source, dipole, sink, vortex) on each panel to satisfy the boundary 
conditions determined by the problem, such as the no-slip condition at the walls or the so-called 
Kutta condition at the trailing edge of lifting bodies such as airfoils. The solver takes into account 

the interaction between the distributed singularities, and far from the object, it assures the free 
stream flow condition. The solution can be found using the superposition principle, meaning that 
the sum of singularities of the governing equations forms a solution as well. In the panel method 
suggested in [14] and implemented in the APAME specific case, quadrilateral panels with a 
constant distribution of point sources and doublets (equivalent to vortex ring) are considered. The 

panel induced potentials on a spatial point and  are computed in eq. 1, where  is the source 

strength,  the dipole strength and  is the panel surface. 

      (1) 

Before finding the velocity and pressure distributions, the panel method evaluates the source and 

dipole strengths distributed along the 3D body along with the influence coefficient matrices  and 

 of such singularities. The equation useful to solve the potential flow is based on the Dirichlet’s 

condition [18], computed considering all the  number of panels, saying that there is no flow 
inside the body (eq. 2). 
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     (2) 

To solve the flow, the classical panel method implementation suggests using the simplified version 
of the Navier Stokes equations. In particular, the continuity equation becomes the Laplace 
equation (eq. 3), after the simplification due to the flow assumptions. 

     (3) 

The solution of the problem can be identified as  that is the scalar speed potential of the velocity 

field . Moreover, to completely solve a flow around an object, it is necessary to estimate even 
the pressure distribution. Thanks to the simplified approach offered by the panel method, the 

pressure distribution  can be estimated using the Euler-Bernoulli equation (eq. 4), once the 

velocity field is known, being  the density of the medium.  

     (4) 

At the end of the calculations, with the panel method, it is then possible to compute the 
aerodynamic forces and moments by integrating the pressure distribution over the external 
surface of the tested body. Further details about the panel method theory selected for this work 
[14] and the numerical implementation of it in APAME can be found in the references [10] and 

[11]. 

2.2 Voxel-based Modelling 

In this paragraph, the voxel representation technique initially developed in [3] is described in more 
detail, along with a graphic flowchart showing the steps of the volumetric discretization approach 

implemented for the sake of this research.  

The voxel-based modelling is a CAD 3D representation technique based on the use of unit 
cubic cells called voxels which can be seen as the equivalent of the pixels in 2D images. 
Voxelization is mainly used to speed up geometrical and algebraic manipulation of complex 
shapes. Compared to the Boundary representation (B-rep) used in commercial Computer-Aided 
Design (CAD) software, the voxel modelling translates a 3D model into a logical 3D matrix (black 
and white representation) where each value represents every single voxel [24]. Each elementary 

cell is given a binary value depending on the spatial position of the voxel: if an element belongs to 

the 3D model, the value 1 is assigned, 0 otherwise. According to the available literature, Voxel-
based modelling is mainly used to accelerate geometrical manipulations because graphical 
operations become just a matter of matrix operations. Moreover, with voxels, it’s possible storing 
details of intricated 3D model interiors, a feature that is not possible with B-rep. Indeed, the 
common CAD software packages use the B-rep and only store information regarding the external 

surface shape. As a consequence, voxelization is mainly used in engineering, medicine, geography 
and computer science to provide for an alternative modelling technique in the case of small and 
complex models. Moreover, voxel discretization rarely fails compared to other geometrical 
discretization based on more complex unitary elements. Depending on the voxel resolution, the 
annoying stair-effect of the external surface of V-models can be mitigated. Figure 2 shows the 
effect of voxel size on the representation of a real component to convince the reader about this 
feature. 
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Figure 2: GE bracket [25] model using: (a) standard B-rep visualization, GE bracket V-model with 
coarse resolution (b) and GE bracket V-model with fine resolution (c). 

 

Among the wide panorama of voxelization algorithms, such as volume sampling, ray-stabbing or 
parity count [8], the ray-tracing intersection method [20] is used in this research to complete the 
innovative voxel-based fluid-dynamics approach. The ray-tracing intersection algorithm was 

programmed in MATLAB language, and it has been modified in this study to manage voxel-based 
models. To start the voxelization process, the user needs the Standard Triangulation Language 

(STL) 3D model of the component to test and to choose the voxel resolution  that directly affects 

the voxel spatial grid . Then, the algorithm ray-traces in all the three main directions (x, y and 
z) and combines the results coming from the different dimensions. Specifically, for each triangle of 

the STL file, the voxelization follows the succeeding steps: a) to determine the edges of the 
triangle; b) to compute the opposite vertex of the selected edge; c) to find the ray relative to the 
selected edge; d) to check if the relative ray is on the identical side of the selected edge; e) if the 
check is positive for all the edges of the selected triangle, then it is undoubtedly true that the ray 

flows through the facet, and for this reason, the matrix element should be activated. For sake of 
clarity, a flowchart of the voxelization process followed in this paper is shown in Figure 3 to 
provide the reader with a list of the single phases. Thanks to a reliable algorithm implemented in 

MATLAB, the voxelization algorithm previously described is combined with the panel method 
software to speed up the ‘panelization’ process. Indeed, the methodology herein described is 
based on the use of the square external surface of the Voxel model as the elementary panels to be 
used in the potential-flow solver to get the aerodynamic loads. Compared to the classic panel 
method approach, the voxel exploitation reflects on a user-friendly technique, and definitely on an 
automated tool for the preliminary solution of aerodynamic performances of selected bodies. This 
automated process is so far limited for all the 3D models which can be decomposed as a sequence 

of 2.5D geometries to be compatible with the numbering and distribution of the panels over the 
surface. This study can be seen as an original continuation of what was described in [3] where 
only simple 2.5D bodies had been treated: in this paper, a more general-purpose 3D tool has been 

developed, useful to treat 3D models more significant for the industrial engineering. In particular, 
2.5D geometries can be defined as a 2D silhouette that is extruded in the third dimension. Further 
studies will enlarge the applicability of this approach to all the 3D shapes. 

2.3 Voxel-based Fluid-dynamics Methodology 

In this section, the overall methodology combining the voxel-based modelling and the panel 
method software will be described in detail, with the support of Figure 4, where the flowchart of 
the developed approach is depicted. More in detail, the developed approach starts with the 
availability of the 3D model of the object of interest (i.e. a wing or a car) saved in the STL format 

(Step 1 of Figure 4) that can be obtained with the largest part of commercial CAD software. Then, 
the algorithm extracts the matrices describing the triangulated mesh discretization contained in 
the STL file. In particular, the matrices of vertices V, of facets F and the matrix of normal vector 
components are computed (Step 2 of Figure 4). Being available this information, the user is asked 

to actively intervene (orange arrow in Figure 4) to choose the voxel resolution ( ) along with 
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the X and Z directions, and the resolution in the spanwise Y direction, according to the frame of 
reference (f.o.r.) shown in Figure 5.  

 

 
 

Figure 3: Flowchart of ray-intersection voxelization methodology. 

 
 
Figure 4: Graphical representation of the methodology behind the voxel-based fluid-dynamic 
approach. 

 

The setting of the voxel resolution must be implemented because in the preliminary design stages 
the complexity of the 3D bodies should be considered when the size of the voxels is set. Moreover, 
a further simplification can be carried out in the case of linearly extruded 3D bodies (e.g. straight 
wing) or models that can be decomposed into many 2.5D models: these kinds of shapes can be 
seen as a 2D silhouette in the XZ plane that is extruded in the third direction (in this case the Y 

direction). 
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Figure 5: V-model of a flat plate; definition of the frame of reference to be compatible with APAME 
software. 

 

Additionally, according to the panelling convention suggested in APAME, the voxel resolution along 

X and Z affects the number of lateral panels , while the resolution in the Y direction affects the 

number of longitudinal panels . Indeed, the voxelization resolution along the 3 directions can be 
computed as (eq. 5): 

      (5) 

The choice of the f.o.r is accomplished to require simple changes in the panel method 
implementation selected: this to make the overall approach as efficient as possible. Once the voxel 
resolution is set, these input parameters are sent to the voxelization function that implements the 
ray-tracing intersection algorithm, described in the previous section (Step 3 of Figure 4). The 
function can discretize the 3D model and convert it into a V-model, returning a logical 3D matrix of 

dimensions  x  x , where: 

      (6) 

Being available the V-model, the proposed approach continues by extracting the EV-model, which 
is composed just by the external surface of the voxel model (Step 4 of Figure 4). The extraction of 
the EV-model is performed based on a MATLAB function available to the developers' community 

[1], and the function returns the matrix of vertices coordinates of square surface elements. Before 

sending the EV-model to the panel method software it is required to assign each square element to 
a panel, which can be considered as the elementary unit necessary to solve the potential-flow 
problem (Step 5 of Figure 4). This process is carried out rearranging the matrix coming from Step 
4: the spatial coordinates of the EV-model are reorganized in a specific order, according to the 
convention proposed in APAME and saved into a MATLAB structure variable, called mesh: 

• mesh.x: an (N+1)x(M+1) matrix taking in the N+1 x coordinates of the vertices of the EV-
model, collected in Clock Wise order (CW) in each column. The M+1 columns describe the 
M+1 sections along the Y direction; 

• mesh.z: an (N+1)x(M+1) matrix taking in the N+1 z coordinates of the vertices of the EV-
model, collected in Clock Wise order (CW) in each column. The M+1 columns describe the 
M+1 sections along the Y direction; 

• mesh.y: an (N+1)x(M+1) a matrix comprising a spatial grid in the lateral (or spanwise) 

dimension with M + 1 y coordinates in each row, which are repeated N + 1 times to depict 

the lateral (or spanwise) dimension extrusion. 
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Once the external surface panel structure is arranged, the variable becomes the input of the panel 
method (Step 6 of Figure 4). This algorithm can return the pressure coefficient and velocity 
distributions together with the aerodynamic forces and moments acting in all the 3 directions. 

Before running the simulation, it is fundamental to properly set the free stream velocity module , 

the density of the medium and the direction of  in terms of angle of attack ( ) and sideslip angle 

 and the reference surface  that should be used to compute the aerodynamic load coefficients, 

according to eq. 7, being  the reference dynamic pressure. This research will focus only on the lift 
and drag estimation of a V-model, therefore only a longitudinal analysis is performed; also lateral-

directional effects could be computed, but this possible implementation goes beyond the scope of 
this research. For that reason, the lift and drag coefficients are computed according to eq. 8. 

      (7) 

     (8) 

Thanks to the coupling of the panel method with the voxelization algorithm, the user obtain 
automatically the distribution of panels conformal to the external surface of the body he/she would 
like to analyze. Thus, the tedious step of designing from scratch in a CAD quadrilateral mesh 
coherently with the surface of the geometry is completely automated, making this approach useful 
in the preliminary design stages, as the computational time dramatically decreases. As already 
mentioned, the computational reduction of the configuration analyses is of straightforward 

importance in the first design stages where several configurations, such as different kinds of 
airfoils or shapes, should be rapidly tested to find the optimum one.  

In the following section, the authors present a case study of relevance for the scientific 
community to validate the proposed approach: the methodology is applied to the Ahmed Body 3D 
model. Furthermore, the results from the analysis are compared with values coming from 
literature references. In other words, the voxel-based fluid dynamics approach is used to 
determine the lift and drag forces acting on the body. As already pinpointed, the drag is evaluated 

using geometrical corrections based on equivalent flat plate skin and drag shape because the panel 
method is able only to estimate the induced drag source: in blunt bodies, shape drag could play a 
sensitive role in the overall drag, while in the case of streamlined bodies skin effects can be 
important in case of a small lift where induced drag is negligible.  

3 RESULTS 

A case study has been tested to validate the proposed approach and to study how the voxel 

discretization may affect numerically the aerodynamic performances in the analysis of a 3D body. 

Moreover, a more in-depth description of the methodology to evaluate the overall drag force is 
included in this contribution compared to [3] and a 3D case study relevant for automotive 
engineering has been analyzed. Concerning this point, the authors selected the Ahmed Body as the 
main case study to investigate: because several aerodynamic studies are available in the scientific 
literature. This is true to the extent that the Ahmed body is often taken as a benchmark for 
aerodynamic studies. This 3D model was initially designed by S. R. Ahmed in 1984 [2] to study the 

effects of the slant angle on the wake of a simplified model that tries to imitate the behaviour of 
more complex cars. The dimensions of the original Ahmed body 3D model are included in Figure 6 
which has been sketched by authors to provide the reader with the dimensions used in this study. 
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Figure 6: Ahmed body 3D model used as case study to validate the proposed voxel-based fluid 
dynamics approach. 

 

This research aims to develop a fluid dynamics tool able to accurately estimate both lift and drag 
forces of a 3D model, so the authors chose the study performed by Dobrev and Massouh [9] as a 
reference. On the one hand, in that source, there are numerical references both for lift and drag 
aerodynamic coefficients which have been evaluated through numerical and experimental tests. On 
the other hand, the majority of the other references consider only the drag estimation. In any 

case, the drag value estimated by Dobrev and Massoush is in line with some of the more cited 
references by the whole scientific community, such as Krajnovic and Davidson’s study [16], and 

Katz’s book [13]. 

The performances of the voxel-based panel method are evaluated in terms of estimation of 

aerodynamic efficiency  defined as the ratio between the lift and the overall drag loads (eq. 9). 

      (9) 

It is important to pinpoint that stands for the total amount of the aerodynamic drag. In 
aerodynamics, the total drag is defined as the sum of 3 contributions: 

• Skin friction drag, caused by the viscosity of the medium; 
• Form drag, caused by the shape of the body; 
• Induced drag, caused by the lift of the object that redirects the airflow coming at it. It 

affects all the bodies that generate lift/downforce. 
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The study of Dobrev and Massouh [6] mainly focuses on the investigation of the lift and drag 
relationship when the slant angle of the Ahmed body changes from 0° to 90°. The survey is carried 
out both experimentally, using a wind tunnel facility, and numerically with CFD using Ansys Fluent 
software by varying the slant angle. For this work, only the results coming from the simulations 

involving the Ahmed Body with a 25° slant angle are taken as a reference to validate the approach 
described in the present contribution. The boundary conditions used in Dobrev and Massouh’s 
study are: 

• Free stream velocity:  30 m/s; 
• Angle of attack: 0°; 
• Air density: 1,225 kg/m3; 
• The reference area is set to be the cross-section of the Ahmed body. 

The aerodynamic lift and drag benchmarking values of the Ahmed Body with a 25° slant angle 

coming from [9] are collected in Table 1 for reference. To fit the test chamber of the wind tunnel 
facility, the authors had to scale down the 3D model with a ratio of 3:4. In the following, to 
evaluate the accuracy of the proposed approach, only the experimental aerodynamic coefficient 
values will be taken as a reference value. The performance comparison will be computed as a 
percentage error between the values coming from Dobrev’s study and those coming from the 

methodology herein developed. 

 

 Experimental  CFD 

Drag [N] 11.13 10.60 

Lift [N] 7.79 8.38 

Efficiency 0.7 0.79 

 

Table 1: Lift and Drag reference values of the Ahmed Body with a 25° slant angle. Data from 

reference [9]. 

3.1 Voxel Resolution Independence Study 

To understand how the voxel resolution may affect the results of the proposed algorithm, a mesh 

independence study has been set up. Both the input parameters  and  are analyzed. To 
achieve the best input configuration, several simulations have been set up using the voxel-based 

fluid dynamics approach, fixing one parameter and varying the second one. This study is feasible 
since the computational time and power needed to run a single simulation ranges from a few 
seconds to minutes thanks to the simplicity of the potential flow methodology. The whole set of 
simulations has been run on a personal laptop with an i7 4-core 2.6 GHz CPU and 16 GB of RAM. 
Figure 7 shows the effect of voxel size on the representation of the Ahmed body. 

 

 
Figure 7: (a) Ahmed body 3D model using B-rep in CAD and (b) the same 3D model after the 

voxelization. 
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Starting with the analysis of the voxel resolution  in the XZ direction, various simulations 

have been set up using different values for , while  is fixed to 30. Figure 8 shows the 

behaviour of the estimation error for the lift coefficient  with a blue line and how this parameter 
affects the overall computational time, in red. 

It is straightforward noting that using a finer voxel discretization the computational time 

required to find a solution exponentially increases, while the estimation error of the results is 
asymptotically zeroed. Thanks to this set of simulations, it is possible to find the coarser voxel 
resolution that still gives satisfactory results (less than 2% of error) without compromising the 
computational speed of the voxel-based approach (green dot line in Figure 8). The identified value 

of  is around 2% of the overall length of the 3D model in the X-direction. In the specific case 
of the Ahmed body that is 1.044m in length, the best XZ voxel resolution is 0.02m. A total of 

27030 voxels are used to discretize Ahmed’s body in this case. 

 

 
Figure 8: Computational time (in red) and estimation error for the lift coefficient (in blue) of the 
Ahmed body, varying the voxel resolution in the XZ direction, is given as a percentage of the 

overall length along the X-direction. 

 

A similar approach is used to find the best longitudinal voxel resolution . Once more, a set of 

simulations has been carried out changing the second input parameter, while keeping fixed  
to the value found from the previous study. The computation time and the accuracy of the results 
are collected in Figure 9. The results demonstrate once again that a finer resolution affects mainly 

the computational time, without affecting the accuracy of the results. For this reason, a mid-

resolution ( ) can be a good choice for further studies. From Figure 9, it seems that with a 
lower amount of lateral (or spanwise) panels a satisfactory result can be achieved with less 

computational effort. However, the best discretization resolution is a trade-off between accuracy, 
computational burden, and geometry consistency. Indeed, the designer should also verify that the 
voxel resolution is sufficiently accurate to capture the model’s characteristics. Based on several 

simulations carried out by the authors,  has been set, being the lowest value that allows a 
consistent geometry with the original one, especially in the lowest part of the body where the four 

cylinders stand for the car’s wheels. 
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Figure 9: Computational time (in red) and estimation error for the lift coefficient (in blue) of the 

Ahmed body, varying the voxel resolution in the Y direction, given as the overall number of panels 

 along the Y direction. 

 

3.2 Validation Test 

Once the input parameters are fixed, a single simulation is set up using the same boundary 
conditions chosen in [9]. Starting from the overall interval of time necessary to set up the 
numerical experiment of the proposed approach, MATLAB took 14 seconds to automatically 
distribute the panels along the external surface of the 3D model that can be seen as the meshing 

stage. This result is encouraging compared to classic panel method approaches available in the 
literature where the designer has to design from scratch the panel distribution coherent with the 
external surface of the 3D model whose CAD model is available. Next, the panel method took 21 
seconds to evaluate the influence coefficients of the different singularities distributed along the 
body and 2 seconds to solve the problem. Summing up all the timings, a preliminary solution can 
be found in less than a minute. This time is lower by far if compared to experiments carried out in 

wind tunnel facilities which may require even weeks to be set up and to analyse data. Moreover, 
also CFD numerical approach takes a longer time (usually several hours) to solve the aerodynamic 
problem because volumetric meshing should be done to discretize the overall flow domain and to 
locally solve the Navier Stokes equations. Moreover, with CFD the meshing phase usually requires 
a heavy and painstakingly human intervention with several hours spent in the detection of 
inconsistent zones of the mesh. For this reason, the proposed voxel-based panel method could be 
of valuable importance provided that satisfactory results in terms of accuracy can be achieved: the 

following of this chapter will therefore deal with the precision of the results.  

To understand the methodology accuracy, a final simulation is carried out using  and 

 :5894 panels are obtained to discretize the Ahmed body (Figure 10a), which is by 
far computationally lower than the 106 tetrahedral elements used in [17]. After the run, the 
pressure and velocity field distributions are extracted and graphically shared with the designer 

(respectively Figure 10b and 10c).  
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By integrating the pressure distribution over the surface of the model, the panel method code 
can compute the overall lift and induced drag loads. Moreover, thanks to geometrical shape 

corrections, it is possible to roughly estimate the skin friction drag coefficient  using the Prandtl 
one-seventh power-law for turbulent flows [21] which is calibrated experimentally [22] (eq 10.). 

The estimated  depends on the Reynolds number that for the specific case study can be 

evaluated knowing the free stream velocity module , the characteristic dimension of the 3D 

model , the medium density  and the kinematic viscosity  (eq. 11).  

      (10) 

    (11) 

In the case of low Reynolds number, semi-empirical formulas to estimate the drag with laminar 
flows can be used. The form drag coefficient can be roughly estimated by looking at the blunt 

bodies drag coefficient tables widely available in the literature, assuming the Ahmed body close to 
a long cylinder [4]. Thanks to the previous assumptions, the total drag and lift loads along with the 
aerodynamic efficiency can be computed by multiplying the aerodynamic coefficients by the 
dynamic pressure and the reference area. All the results obtained in this study are collected in 
Table 2. 

 

 
Aerodynamic Load 

[N]  
Computed by 

Lift 55.882 panel method 

Induced drag  10.517 panel method 

Skin friction drag 2.346 [21] 

Form drag 63.057 [4] 

Total drag 75.92 panel method + corrections 

 
Table 2: Lift and Drag computed values for the Ahmed Body with the voxel-based panel method. 

4 DISCUSSION 

In this section, the results collected in the previous unit are discussed based on the perspective of 

reference studies, such as [9]. As previously stated, the first impressive result is the computational 

time necessary to achieve a numerical solution with the new voxel-based panel method. Just a few 
seconds are sufficient to get a complete overview of velocity and pressure distributions and to 
evaluate the aerodynamic forces and moments along the three axes. Such a fast computation 
perfectly fits the conceptual design stages, as can be seen in Figure 1 where a possible iterative 
design procedure is presented. After a change in the 3D model, new lift and drag results would be 
obtained in a short time, thus making possible trade-off studies or sensitivity analyses. Also in the 
case of heuristic optimizations based on evolutionary or swarm algorithms the whole time to reach 

convergence would be hours.  

The voxel resolution affects the rapidity of the computation: a finer mesh reflects on longer 
simulation time, but more accurate results. However, Section 3 includes some guidelines on how 
to choose proper input parameters for the best panel discretization. Moving towards the main 
results, it was widely explained that using the voxel-based panel method it is possible to evaluate 

only the lift and induced drag sources. 
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Figure 10: (a) CAD model of the voxelized Ahmed body in the FreeCAD environment; (b) panels 

distribution on the Ahmed body; (c) pressure coefficient distribution over the Ahmed body; (d) 
velocity field distribution over the Ahmed body. 

 

However, by applying simple geometrical shape corrections and taking some reference values from 
the literature, it was possible to compute in a very simple and straightforward way the remaining 
shape and skin drag sources and so estimating the overall drag (in the following, called approach 

A). In terms of aerodynamic efficiency, the result obtained by the panel method plus the 

geometrical corrections is encouragingly close to the reference value coming from the literature. 
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Indeed, an alternative approach to estimate the overall drag avoiding the shape corrections could 
be to evaluate the lift from the voxel-based panel method software; then, using the aerodynamic 

efficiency value coming from the literature [9] ( ) assumed as a benchmark, the overall drag 

could be computed by dividing the lift times the aerodynamic efficiency (called approach B in the 
following). However, this second approach could be followed only for bodies where literature 

suggests values of efficiency in working conditions similar to that under investigation. Moreover, 
with approach B, the designer does not have information about the skin and shape drag 
estimation, which could be limiting in some circumstances. For streamlined shapes, shape drag can 
be neglected, while for blunt bodies friction drag is usually negligible. The comparison of both 
approaches is included in Table 3, along with numerical values. In Table 3 the blue arrows describe 
the workflow of both compared approaches, to convince the reader that the one evaluated by 
authors is more straightforward and consistent. 

 

 A  B 

Lift [N] 55.882 55.882 

Total drag [N] 75.92 70.737 

E 0.736 0.79 

 [%] 7.35 / 

 
Table 3: Comparison of total Drag estimation approaches: approach A involves the geometrical 

corrections, while approach B computes the drag knowing the efficiency reference value from 
literature. The blue arrows graphically show the design workflow followed by each approach. 
 

It can be easily seen that the more straightforward new approach introduced and assessed in 

this paper is characterized by a small and acceptable evaluation error ( when the overall 
drag should be computed compared to the more rigorous B approach. Both A and B approaches, 
coupled with a fast and accurate voxel-based panel method, have not been investigated either in 
[3] or in the relevant literature. Indeed, it is of fundamental importance to compute both lift and 
drag aerodynamic force with as low as possible computational effort, also in the conceptual design 

stage.  

To conclude, in this paper a fast and easy to be implemented approach has been described, 
based on the combination of the panel method with the voxel discretization. Indeed, voxelization 
mitigates the negative aspects of a tedious and manual panelization process or the use of external 
meshing software packages. Moreover, a methodology is described to compute the overall drag 
force: only the generated lift load is necessary because geometrical corrections cope with the lack 
of panel method in the computation of skin and shape drag. The results show encouraging 

agreement with reference values coming from literature. Moreover, an original application of voxel 

has been proposed and investigated in this paper, and it could open to new studies in this field. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

The potential flow approaches and in particular the panel method are still valuable methodologies 
to numerically solve aerodynamic problems in the context of the preliminary design stages for 
subsonic flows. Compared to CFD, wind tunnel, and experimental tests on full-scale models, the 

approach described by the authors can decrease the computational effort by far: satisfactory 
results in terms of lift and drag estimation can be achieved. However, the main challenge of the 
panel method is the positioning of panels. They can be defined as the discrete elements used in 
the panel method numerical approach in which a potential flow singularity must be associated. This 
process has to be done manually by the user who must mesh the body in a way coherent with the 
external surface of the 3D model, exponentially increasing the design effort, especially for complex 
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freeform models. As an alternative, external meshing software could be used, thus requiring a 
further step and possible manual intervention also in this case to set the mesh. 

To mitigate this aspect, the authors proposed and evaluated in this paper a numerical 
methodology combining the panel method with voxelization to automatically distribute panels on 

the surface of the model. Indeed, each panel collapses with the external square surface of each 
voxel belonging to the EV-model. Then, the spatial coordinates of the square panels are 
rearranged to be compatible with a panel-based software developed by authors, based on the 
implementation suggested in an open-source panel method [10]. 

To validate the proposed methodology, a case study based on the benchmarking model of the 
Ahmed body is set up. Reference values in terms of both lift and drag are selected among a wide 
panorama of scientific contributions in the literature. A parametric study has been included to 

demonstrate how the voxel discretization affects the results. Moreover, some guidelines to 

optimize the voxel dimensions to get the best panelization have been included as well. The panel 
method is known to have limitations about the overall drag estimation because of the strong flow 
assumption on which the approach is based. To overcome this second challenge, an approach 
based on simple calculations is proposed to compute in a simplified way the overall drag using 
corrections for skin drag and form drag coming from tables from literature. This approach 

demonstrates to be valid in terms of accuracy of the results compared to literature values (less 
than 10% of error in overall drag estimation), and computationally faster than classical CFD 
analyses.  

As a final comment, it is worth noting that using this approach, the analysis of a body is highly 
automated, thus requiring only a CAD model. All of the commercial CAD software are equipped 
with the capability to save STL models both starting from a single part and forming an assembly. 
Therefore, fluid dynamics analyses could be carried out directly from aesthetical/conceptual 3D 

models developed by design departments, without the need for operators skilled in meshing and 

CFD analyses. Another interesting point addressed in this paper is how a body represented in voxel 
representation can be analysed to obtain fluid dynamic information without the need for translation 
into other CAD representations and further meshing. The main limit of the methodology is that the 
panelization procedure is automated for 3D bodies that may be approximated with a set of 2.5D 
bodies (2D shapes that are extruded in width), while for 3D bodies tailored algorithms must be 
developed to translate complex panels distribution into a format which could be read by the 

currently implemented panel method algorithms: complex bodies must be divided into two kinds of 
sub-parts. For the lifting sub-parts (typically showing sharp trailing edges), the Kutta condition 
must be adopted, while for non-lifting sub-parts this is not required. On the other hand, several 
real-life bodies can be decomposed into a set of 2.5D bodies, so that also in this present form the 
methodology can be applied to objects with a complex shape with a high significance for industrial 
engineering. 

Soon, the voxel-based panel method will be enhanced by further studies to simulate complex 

and fully 3D shapes to understand how the automatic voxel panelization behaves in more 
challenging contexts. Moreover, the results should be compared with other numerical methods (i.e. 
CFD) when literature reference values are not available. 
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